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cubs who were recovered were found to
be stillborn, two other cubs died shortly

after birth, with the remaining four
surviving cubs being reared by their
mother until they were 10 weeks old.

The film focuses on how the mother fox
cared for her new cubs, with the other
cubs being nicknamed Freddie and the
youngsters being given names such as

Bunny, Lucy and Boo. Walliams
researched the film for over a year

before filming began. The documentary,
which featured daily footage of the cubs

being reared with their mother and
went on to show the cubs interacting

with humans, was initially intended as a
pilot for a possible series on the same

subject. The film was broadcast by
Channel 4 in the United Kingdom on 23
September 2006. It was also aired by
the Nickelodeon channel in the United

States. References External links
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television programmes Category:British
television documentaries

Category:Films about foxes
Category:Documentary films about

animal disease Category:Films about
wild animals "It's been really hard to
keep it out of my head," she says. "I
just wanted to go see him because I

didn't want to forget who he was." She
says it's comforting to know he died

doing what he loved and to have been a
part of his life. "It's amazing, he loved

his time in that place," she says. "It was
a special place and he was a
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